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Reasoning Behind the Campaign: 

The central question of In Focus: America is “who are we as 

Americans and America?” This question is repeatedly asked 

through a mix of daily tweets highlighting reporting, a biweekly 

newsletter focused on a specific topic, and live-tweeting of 

television series and specials. This is Life with Lisa Ling (TIL) is one 

of the television series that helps in answering this question. 

For eight weeks, In Focus: America (IFA) followed season 5 of TIL 

highlighting key observations and soundbites, while suggesting 

relevant news articles to followers of the series and viewers 

interested by the subject matter of the episode. The focus of the 

CNN docuseries greatly aligns with the focus of IFA to highlight 

underreported stories and wide-array of perspectives. 

Strengths and Skills Utilized: 

Twitter (Live Tweeting), News Judgment, Research, Social Media 

Copy Writing, Audience Engagement, Time Management, 

Knowledge of Current Events, Ability to Work in Fast-Paced 

Environment 

Background: 

This Is Life with Lisa Ling (TIL) is a docuseries produced by Part2 

Pictures and has aired on CNN since September 2014. The series 

has won a Gracie Award for Outstanding Non-Fiction or Reality 

Show. 

TIL is an investigative series profiling Americans from a wide-range 

of backgrounds or life experiences relevant to current events and 

discussions in the national conversation. Prior seasons have 

profiled and reported on women MMA fighters, the oil boom’s 

effect on North Dakota, Chinese immigrants in America, and the 

homeless community in Las Vegas.  

The docuseries is executive produced and hosted by veteran 

journalist Lisa Ling. She is a former correspondent for CNN and The 

Oprah Winfrey Show, and former co-host of The View. She 

previously hosted Our America with Lisa Ling on OWN: Oprah 

Winfrey Network, a similar series to TIL focusing on subcultures and 

taboo topics. 
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Key Observations and Social Analytics Findings: 

 Live-tweeting averaged 6,442 impressions and 416 engagements per episode on the In Focus: 

America Twitter channel. 

 Usage of hashtags (ex. #ThisIsLife) were beneficial in reaching audience watching This is Life 

with Lisa Ling and motivated to express their reactions on social media. 

o Certain hashtags were repeated in multiple tweets depending on the subject matter of 

the episode (ex. #LGBTQ, #furryfandom, and #parenting). 

 Live-tweeting during episodes focusing on a subculture or interconnected group (ex. LGBTQ 

community in ‘Gender Fluidity’ and furries in ‘Furry Nation’) was observed to have higher 

engagement and total number of impressions than some episodes focusing on a current events 

topic. 

o ‘Furry Nation’ had the highest number of impressions and engagements of all eight 

episodes. 

 A strong ability to identify soundbites was necessary to tweeting quotes that would be ‘liked’ 

and ‘retweeted,’ especially during one or two episodes where audience social engagement 

appeared lower (i.e. ‘Children of Killers’ had the lowest number of engagements). 

o It is unsure of the cause of lower engagement, but could potentially be due to the 

subject matter of the episode. 

 Observed in notifications that followers gained during course of the campaign would like tweets 

in following weeks. 

 Relevant articles highlighted from news outlets, including, Vox, CNN, and Washington Post. 
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Episode 6: The Mediums of Lily Dale 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 7: The Dad Dilemma 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 8: Furry Nation 

 

 

 

 


